
Latin I 
Quarter 1, Week 8 Parent Signature Sheet  Nomen:  __________________________ 

 
To be turned in 
ECC Students:  Monday October 16 
CFC Students:  Tuesday October 17 
 
Items to be checked by parents: 
_____Daily Fun Drill (4 days) 
_____ Recitation of and writing down of declension of portus and res 
_____Grammar Cards 26-31 
_____Vocabulary cards, p. 56, 58, and 62 
_____Work completed, checked, corrected, and redone for Exercise 68 if not done in 
class. 
_____ Blank noun chart (available on this week's assignments on Weebly) completed for 
nouns of all five declensions plus bellum, pars, and flumen from memory. 
	
	
-----------------------------------------------------		Parent	Signature	
	
The Daily Fun Drill is a brief review that you will do each day in order that the information that 
you are learning will enter your long term memory.  The following elements should be part of 
your Daily Fun Drill this week:	

1. Terra and first declension endings	
2. All vocabulary words that you have been assigned up to this point	
3. The names of the cases, their functions, and how they are translated (the land, of the 

land, to the land, by/with/from the land . . . )	
4. Servus and second declension masculine endings.	
5. Bellum and second declension neuter endings 	
6. Lex, pars  flumen and third declension endings	
7. Portus and fourth declension endings	
8. All grammar cards	

	
Grammar	Cards	for	Week	9	
	

 
Number Front Back 
26 Genitive Singular of 4th Declension 

Nouns 
-us 

27 Gender of 4th Declension Nouns usually masculine 
28 in with accusative 

in with ablative 
in with accusative = motion 
in with ablative = rest 

29 Preposition in with accusative and 
ablative 

in with the accusative indicates 
motion 
in with the ablative indicates rest 

30 Genitive singular ending of 5th 
declension nouns 

ei 

31 Gender of 5th declension nouns usually feminine 
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